The Internationalist
Rehearsal Notes
Jan 6

(Courtesy of Kimberly K. Boddy. Used with permission.)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

None.

SETS

None.

COSTUMES

- For Irene's scene when she is yelling at her kid, it should be the end of the day (not morning, as originally planned), so she'll need a coat or sweater, a pair of jeans

- Yellow slicker for Irene's kid; Janet has one that'd fit someone 5'4" if one can't be found

- Irene needs a purse

- Sara needs 2 purses - one for "fake Sara" and one for "real Sara"

- Anonymous woman needs a purse, maybe a mini-backpack

- Coats for Lowell and Sara @ dinner

LIGHTS

None.

SOUND

- Need to set up a time to record Sara and Lowell fantasy scenes (a place where there's a bed)

PROPS

New things:
- Need money: I'm not sure what it should look like though
- Receipt for Lowell in dinner scene (the kind that you tear the tab off on the bottom)

Things discussed today:
- Lowell: toothbrush, white hotel towel, travel kit (beat up and old)
- Lipstick and mini-mirror in Irene's purse
- Computer bag for Lowell
- Small legal pads to go on all the desks (dozen or so)
- Pen or pencil and a place for them (pockets? pencil holder on desk?)
- Espresso cups
- Coffee maker (for off stage)
- Nice document for Simon in the first office scene (2.1)
- Rehearsal phone with cord - length to be determined
- Sign that says "Lowell"
- Cigarettes and lighter for anon woman

OTHER

- Zolas running remote control cars (Janet has the cars!)
- I need some WD40... if you have some and get this before 8 a.m. tomorrow morning, tell me!